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What is left when all on the surface burns 
away? What gnaws at you, even now? 
What remains in the air, on your skin, the 
tip of your tongue? What are the stains 
that never came out? In this issue of 
Memoryhouse, our contributors explore 
the theme linger through a variety of 
memoir-style creative nonfiction pieces. 
These works depict what holds, calcifies, 
and endures.

linger
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I think of her days in hospice—the bald head
with its many moles, the flesh of stars unseen.
Eyes like my father’s, that strange shade of lichen,
a green that threads a needle in the dark.

My father loved his mother who couldn’t care
for him. Her marble urn is six years old. He calls
the priest, asks if he can scatter her ashes
at the shrine. (Of course the old man

said no). Some say I’m hardened like my mother,
with a heart that beats beneath the night’s cold ribs.
If it were up to me I’d dig for my grandmother’s
scapulars she hid beneath the car seat,

let them flutter out the window on my way
to the shrine, pull up to face the blazing thousands
of fat Christmas bulbs arranged as a harp,
a crooked cross, hands praying on top of a bush.

I’d scatter her in the snow in the furthest corner
of the church grounds. I’d scatter the bones beneath
real stars then traipse to the empty manger, skip
the donation, light a candle for my dad, who’s still

the boy eating cereal for dinner while his mother cries
in bed, who loved her all the same. I’d light the candle
to see that boy off, those pale eyes like his mother’s,
a green that threads a needle in the dark.

the shrine 
ana pugatch

emilie faracci
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He was the stone pillar, steadfast footing.
I lingered behind, a forlorn afterthought
caught between the blur of his shadows
 
and the meager light, hastily 
stowed in that stoic way of his—who
could have foreseen such a downfall?
 
In this unfamiliar realm, quiet truths begin 
to unfurl, seeking solace at each turn 
of the maze and granted only disdain 
 
My mother hid all your pictures.
It’s a new era, she breathed.
The silence held more truth.

all I can tell you 
now
melody wang

Stop the sun on the tip of the hemlock
preserve the angle of shadows
on lawns
keep chill away from gardens
let laundry hang fragrant
hold warmth in upstairs rooms
let cats nap
close your eyes
raise your face to the west.

let afternoon 
linger
jan chronister

iris morales
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little gods
yamini singh

At night the jackals howl, so I bury my head under the pillow to 
make them stop.  The soft grandmother laughs and covers her 

mouth with her chunni and tells me they can’t hurt me. In the morn-
ing I check behind the villa, but the culprits are long gone—only the 
tall crows are left stalking the field. 

I play alone because I am often alone. The adults lounge around 
drinking chai in  the morning and scotch in the evening, smoking 
and watching Bollywood on the television. There is a button above 
the bed to call the servant if you get thirsty, but it makes my stomach 
hurt to push it. There is a nasty dog tied up in the yard named  Brute, 
but he frightens me less than the jackals, because I know where he is. 

“He has attacked Private Raj three times now,” the terrible grandfa-
ther boasts.  

I miss my father, but he hates this place.  

When the red phone rings the terrible grandfather jumps out of bed, 
curses the mujahidin, and gets into uniform. Then comes the sound 
of mortar fire. The soft grandmother will make tea and pray while 
my mother and her sister sit in the bathroom,  blowing cigarette 
smoke out the window into the night.  

Sometimes we ride in the jeeps to the border. The adults bring a 
picnic of dal,  rice, and chapatis packed neatly in metal tiffins. I don’t 

like this food, so my mother has  Coca-Cola and mangoes for me. 
By the end of the summer my ribs will show through my skin, the 
result of refusing to eat anything but fruit and pistachio ice cream 
for  months. Together we sit on the stone wall overlooking the 
ravine and gaze at the tired  mountains in the distance. We listen to 
the shelling and watch the wisps of smoke that follow the explosions 
dissolve into the sky. The adults hand me stones and encourage me 
to throw them at the land on the other side of the rift.  

“Haramzada!” I shout, as I hurl the pebbles as hard as I can, imag-
ining they are missiles. Haramzada is the worst word I know in the 
language I don’t know. Son of haram, son of sin, bastard. The adults 
laugh and hand me more stones. My mother  covers her face as the 
wind whips her blue chiffon shawl about her body, the ends of it  
trailing behind her like delicate, beautiful wings. But she is laughing 
too. I love her so much when she laughs, because I think otherwise 
she is sad all the time.  

Before we leave, we pose for a picture. When I see it later, I am the 
only one smiling.  

For my sixth birthday they have a party for me. Brute is locked away 
because he  can’t be trusted around strangers, and the villa is dec-
orated with flowers and lights. There is even a chocolate cake with 
six candles. I don’t know the children who bring the presents and 
colorful balloons that rattle when you shake them. We don’t have 
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these kinds of balloons in America. 

“Amreeekah,” they repeat after me. Their mothers have oiled their 
hair and adorned their tight black braids with ribbons. My mother 
is still angry with me for playing with the street children and getting 
lice. I don’t get ribbons, I get smacks on the head with the back of a 
hairbrush while she picks the nits out.  

After the party, she doesn’t let me keep the gifts. She gives them all 
to the servant’s daughter.  

“You have enough toys already,” she says. I never see that girl, but I 
think of her often, playing with my new dolls, and how maybe we 
could have shared them.  

I’ll tell you something. The priest gives you candy after puja. You 
should eat it because it’s something like God’s food and then you 
will have God in your belly.  Sometimes I sneak in the temple and 
cradle the porcelain baby Krishna when no one is  looking. Then 
I take a bag of the candy home with me and hide it under the bed. 
When  the ants come, I lie. The soft grandmother knows the truth, 
but she doesn’t tell. She loves God so much sometimes it makes her 
cry. I sit with her in the mornings and watch her light the oil lamps 
and prostrate herself in front of the altar, a hundred times, maybe 
more. I am the only one who sits with her when she does this, be-
cause I am sure she is doing magic. Some nights she wakes me up to 
tell me about Lord Shiva and Parvati and their son Ganesh, and the 
sound the universe makes, om. 

“Do you know ‘om,’ beti?” she asks. I nod sleepily. “Achha, good. You 
Amreekan  girl but you must to know ‘om’.” And then she hums the 
syllable of God over and over until I fall back asleep while she pats 
my back, bangles tinkling in time. 

One evening she takes me to the temple because now it’s Krishna’s 
birthday  party. Everyone in the village has come. We spend nearly 
the whole night sitting on the  floor while the priests say the man-
tras so many times they echo inside my head for days. The people 
sing and clap their hands, the air is thick with ringing bells and  
incense smoke. First the priest gives the baby Krishna a bath with 
holy water and milk, then dresses him and puts him in his cradle. I 
am chosen to hold the rope to gently  swing him to sleep, but I don’t 
know how he is supposed to rest with all the noise.  

Suddenly there is a bright flash and the power goes out. I think I am 
the only one  who notices because everyone carries on chanting and 
throwing flowers. I am  frightened because maybe it’s the terrorists 
who turned out the lights. I want to cry, but  my mother says crying 
is not allowed because we are Rajputs, we are the sons of  kings. Lat-
er in my bed I can hear the jackals laughing at me.  

I play alone because I am often alone. One day I wander as far as I’ve 
ever  been and find a field scattered with trash heaps and fire pits. 
Barefoot women and  children like butterflies rummage with pigs 
and dogs, collecting and sorting the things  they find. The kids here 
are too busy to play, the animals too wild to touch, so I sit on  the 
ground and watch them. Some of the girls are my age, but they carry 

little gods cntd.
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baby brothers  and sisters on their hips, while their heads balance 
heavy baskets. I wonder how they walk so tall with so much weight. 

My tooth is loose, and I wiggle it until it pops out, but it lands some-
where in the  dirt and I can’t find it. I cry because now the Tooth 
Fairy won’t come. If I tell my mother where I lost it, she will shout—
my head has only just stopped itching. If one of these  girls finds it, 
she will put it under her pillow and get my dollar. I decide to walk 
home. I will tell no one. I am tired of smoke and trash and children 
who don’t have time for me. I  am tired of this place where the lights 
just go out, where the terrorists make the phone ring, where the 
animals are always beasts, never friends. Where you can hold God in  
the palm of your hand, but he still can’t hear you.  

I miss my father, but he hates this place.  

I climb the long marble staircase back to the villa, past my family 
who is busy talking or maybe arguing with one another in the words 
that splash like drops of water in clay pots. I am walking one step by 
one step, the way Ms. Johnson showed us in  kindergarten.  

Brute is so fast. Someone has left the gate open, he has broken his 
chain. He is not in the yard, where he is supposed to be.  He’s on my 
back, fuming in my ear. I can feel his hot breath snapping at my neck, 
his claws pressing into my body. The adults are screaming my name 
but all I can hear is the sad dog’s whine, a high-pitched wail like a 
sickness inside him. I see a flash of red and white behind my tightly 

closed eyes and my stomach churns until I can taste it in my mouth. 
We are not where we are supposed to be. 

After they pull him away, they take my clothes off in front of every-
one and inspect my body.  

“Hai Bhagwan, God be praised. Such a lucky girl, not a single mark 
left on her!” the stupid, terrible grandfather says. 

My mother doesn’t say a word, only snatches me away and marches 
up the stairs with me in her arms. She locks the bedroom door and 
doesn’t let anyone in. The suitcases she hastily packs will be emptied 
after a dramatic reconciliation in the morning, but tonight it’s only 
the two of us, and I am allowed to cry. She gives me a hot bath and  
lets me have all the little gods in the water. The small idols of Shiva, 
Durga, Ganesh, and baby Krishna splash and play with me.  

“Don’t worry about that bloody dog. He won’t hurt you again,” she 
says, specks  of ash from her cigarette wafting into the water. “We’re 
going home soon anyway.” I am  confused—I thought this was her 
home.  

We lie in the bed that smells like sandalwood and mothballs while 
she pats my  back and sings to me. The jackals start to howl. When 
the gunshot rings out from the yard she  winces and stops for a mo-
ment. The jackals stop too, and the night goes still. I don’t hear them 
again.

little gods cntd.
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I still remember
the thrill of racing through the dark woods
our crackling energy, adrenaline
gasping breath from effort 
valiant attempts at silence, stealth.

We jump the shallow stream together 
then pause, glancing behind for followers.
You give the “all clear” 
we break into a full sprint
towards the open field.

Planted at the crest of the hill
silhouetted against the purple dusk
a small flag; branch pole held between two stones.
So close, nearly there 
last dash up the hill—

ursa major
amie herman

Like conquering Romans,
like the first astronauts landing on the moon
Victory—the flag is ours! 
laughing
we are giddy with our win.

Friends emerge from the shadows 
to congratulate the champions.
The game is over 
but the balmy summer night is magic
parents have not yet called us home.

So, remaining, we lay down 
on the still warm grass 
and regale each other 
with the day’s best strategies 
and foiled plans.

You trace the Big Dipper
in the sky for me
pointing out the handle and cup
then together 
our fingers silhouetted, entwined.

You took your life that same year
my loss is mostly secreted away 
in dark earth and sky and time.
But you visit me here 
in poems written many decades later.

emilie faracci
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ashley mao

perennial
jan chronister

First daffodils bloom
in spite of cold wind.
They will be cut
for a bouquet,
taken to my friend
when I visit.
She returns my vases
clean and shiny,
adds a jar of homemade jam.
At 88, her remaining days
may be fewer than mine,
but like Ferlinghetti
I think she will live
past 100. I hope
she does not grieve
too long for me,
drives by my house
when peonies explode,
rolls down her window,
smells eternity.
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the peregrine
falcon's 

language 
sreekanth kopuri

A cosmic verb’s intonation beyond,
an adverb, between here and elsewhere,
 
the wind’s secret accent, in elemental
rhythm, pipes alone with multi-nibbed
 
wing, draws the map of the way in the
silent tongues of some invisible spirals,
 
on the love’s luminous canvas, in the
flying colours, but when tired, spilling its
 
feathery garments for the Earth’s nest till
it becomes a naked truth on a mountain-
 
top, then the life, the beauty for ashes born
again with a renewed strength with wider
 
wings, a takeoff that hints at the apocalyptic 
trumpet our ripened bondage resorts, to flee
 
the haunting hands of time, for it’s the earth
of the wind’s fire in the sky’s watery clouds.
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No one knew where I was
the day I climbed the stairs
to the attic of our apartment
in the row house,
where only the heat and odor of creosote
rose to greet me.
 
A warped wood plank, all slivery
and dry as kindling, floated
on a sea of rock wool, and led me
to the dormer, where the sun
passed through the dirty glass
like a ghost. 
 
I sat in the muted light,
pulled a pencil from my pocket
and out from under my shirt
the journal I had made from folded sheets 
of pink paper, hand-stitched together
and titled Athena.
 
Seeking wisdom, or perhaps just
perspective, I began to write

perspective
elisabeth harrahy

while the paper wasps built
and an orb spider spun 
oblivious 
in the rafters above.
 
Outside, my friends played 
hide and seek.
I heard them screech
as the countdown neared zero,
so I turned on my knees
and looked out the window 
 
just in time to see Kevin
run across the grass below
and disappear in the forsythia bushes.
I stayed on my knees,
compelled to keep watch 
in case they could not find him

just like they could not find
his older brother, who stayed hidden
for three years
after he drove his car into a pond. 
What would their mom say
when she came to take Kevin home by the hand?
 
But after a long minute, the kid who was “it”
reached beneath the yellow blooms 
to pull Kevin out from under,
and I went back to my writing—though not
before I noticed the drained bodies
wrapped in silk, piling up beneath the web.

emilie faracci
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ron offen
jeremy j. sutton

In honor of Chicago poet, playwright, and editor Ron Offen.

peeling yellow sticky notes 
one by one you tack messages beside 
the stanzas: insert simile here 
use internal rhyme 
end with a zinger 
read Simic and Collins––
pin the tail on the donkey

cascading yellow squares,
the tail’s vertebral column 
now anatomically correct 
what a surgeon you are!
unpaid, disproving the old adage 
there is such a thing as a free lunch

jeremy j. sutton
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Part I 

You’ve never known hurt 
Like the crucifixion of your Adam’s apple 
A fever that nails itself 
Against this throat cage 
As the heat rises up 
Too slowly 
It does not want to catch up
To the letting go 
 
Maybe fever is how 
The body prays 
How it throbs through 
Ice pack burns 
How it makes an altar 
Out of the pavement 
Holding out bread crumbs 
Begging for a clean rinse 
For healing and 
just an average tomorrow 

seasons, in two 
parts

emily mao

 
And here a moth clings 
Desperately onto the lamplight 
Like a sick body 
That knows a name 
And it’s absence 
A beaten, still beating being 
 
Put your faith in 
Seasons instead 
Let time be 
A clean baptism 
 
I’ll lay here with you 
I’ve got a heaven’s latitude 
Of senseless nothings 
To fill the passage with 
And countdown this hurt with you 
We’ll keep spelling out 
Mississippi 
 
 
Until a name is simply 
The thoughtless bend of a tongue 
And its absence is just an average today  
As the heat lets itself 
Rise and 
Catch up to the 
Letting go
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Part IIPart II
  
To put your faith in time—To put your faith in time—
a clean baptism a clean baptism 
  
Silly Rabbit Silly Rabbit 
  
Time does not healTime does not heal
Time takes the wheel the same way Time takes the wheel the same way 
God does God does 
Plays lighthouse and lets Plays lighthouse and lets 
you run towards headlights you run towards headlights 
limp until your knees limp until your knees 
make an altar out of make an altar out of 
highway pavementhighway pavement
  
  
Blood and bones left to the birds Blood and bones left to the birds 
Time chips like Time chips like 
teeth through your ribcage teeth through your ribcage 
Swallows your beaten, once beating heart Swallows your beaten, once beating heart 
Clean Clean 
  
Eternity must be Eternity must be 
Too flat and too dull Too flat and too dull 
Time wants your pain, your joy Time wants your pain, your joy 
A cruel joke A cruel joke 
Humor to pass Humor to pass 
The days’ bore The days’ bore 

emilie faracci
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the bells of saint 
anywhere

ken carlson

You’re looking through the closet for the right shirt. It’s got to be 
clean, unwrinkled, a dress shirt, preferably with a tie to match. 

Do guys still wear ties? Do they make you look more serious, more 
pious, or more like a salesman?

CBS Sunday Morning is blaring away on the tube to no one in par-
ticular. Today an older, bookish tv journalist is interviewing some-
one sensitive with a new book that is changing the way people think 
about something that sounds even less interesting now. The writer, 
a man in his 30s, is shown signing autographs in a city bookstore, 
then spending the perfect New York Sunday morning with his 
perfect New York family. How do some groups look so relaxed and 
coordinated, like they fell out of a Ralph Lauren catalog?

You decide on a solid blue shirt you never wear. Were you saving 
this shirt for a special occasion, or do you not have a decent reason 
to wear it? Since it’s solid, you can choose any tie you like. One less 
thing to argue about later.

You head downstairs where your girlfriend is out on the deck look-
ing over Cincinnati horizon, nursing her second cup of coffee. She’s 
dressed and been waiting a few minutes. She’s got a light sweater 
outfit on, nice and comfortable, looking good without making a fuss. 

It’s a Sunday morning and you would both rather be sleeping off last 
night after a couple of pitchers with friends at a Mexican joint. 

The two of you nod. You take her hand, silently thanking her. She 
combines a wry smile with a raised eyebrow as a reminder you owe 
her. You tell her she looks nice. She tells you to change your tie.

After exchanging red and blue pinstripe for merlot rooster style, 
you power down the apartment, turning off lights and the TV in the 
middle of a Maybe She’s Born with It…Maybe it’s Maybelline ad. You 
grab your keys, your wallet. You’re about to grab an Alan Furst book 
to read, out of habit in case you get bored, but realize that would be 
in bad taste. You’re going to church, not the Department of Motor 
Vehicles.

You and your girlfriend head out the door, the late April sunshine 
hits like a gentle, well-meaning paparazzi. She puts on her sunglass-
es and you squint as you make you way up the street. It’s only a 
five-minute walk so you can put up with the uncomfortable shoes 
you stopped wearing because they cut into your ankles. The air is 
sweet as trees have blossomed with flowers creating an atmosphere 
where realtors thrive.
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You’re going to church because your mother has cancer. She lives a 
thousand miles away. If you can’t be with her you go see someone 
to give you comfort. She had called earlier in the week with news; 
kidney cancer detected early. There was cause for concern but not 
alarm. Still, something in how you were brought up said you should 
go to church. You ask your girlfriend to come along. She under-
stands and agrees to come.   

*****

The church is cozy, like a chapel. You had passed it several times 
without stopping in. All you know about it is they have Sunday ser-
vices and the faith is close to your own. The brick facade is shaded 
by tree branches in bloom. The brown, wooden doors with cascad-
ing organ music are open to welcome parishioners. 

The two of you are greeted by a cheerful retired man in a suit. You 
agree to share a program and grab a pew halfway back on the left. 
The program reads like most churches as you glance over the Les-
sons, the Hymns, the Sermon, and gauge the service’s runtime.

Inside, there is lots of dark, polished wood with accents of sunshine 
through stained glass. Hymn numbers are listed on the wall for all to 
see like starting lineups. The pews are about half-full. The parish is 
older, as expected for a small church. Choir members in garish robes 
are waving sheet music and darting about in nervous excitement. 
Several people wave and come over to shake hands, gleaming at the 
prospect of a young couple joining the fold. Young couples mean 

children and children ensure the church will exist tomorrow. You 
and your girlfriend smile at these strangers, then smile to each other 
with the shared knowledge that you don’t plan to have kids, nor do 
you plan to return to this church after today.

*****

The service begins with excitement and small-scale glamour. The 
organ is belting out an early Bach track as you and your girlfriend 
stand with everyone else to sing. Bells ring out to add a level of 
stoicism, like old time schoolhouses when the lone teacher rang the 
bell to remind everyone why she was a spinster.  The middle-school 
acolyte, one the few people you’ve seen here under forty, leads the 
procession bearing the cross. He is followed by the choir and the 
minister along the Academy Award-style red carpet. 

The service moves at a fairly brisk rate. Over the years, you’ve no-
ticed a correlation between how the quickly the service will be over 
and how nice the weather is outside. You stand for the opening pro-
cession and hymn, a song you and your girlfriend don’t know and 
decide to stop singing after the second verse. You sit for the opening 
lessons, but stand for the Gospel message. It’s during the second 
hymn, that the bells return. You can’t tell if the bells are meant to 
set a tone of celebration or fear, like when a monster is attacking the 
village you are expected to attend hastily with your finest pitchfork 
and torch.

The bells ring, the organ plays, on we sing, on and on, until every-

the bells of saint anywhere cntd.
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thing stops—

“TURN THE BELLS OFF! STOP RINGING THE BELLS!”

The organ goes quiet. The people freeze. Your girlfriend and you, 
shared hymnals in hand, like everyone else in the congregation, look 
around in bewilderment. The service comes to a halt, except for the 
bells.

“STOP RINGING THEM NOW! ENOUGH WITH THE BELLS!”

The bells need time to go silent. Their vibrations are felt like a ship 
when the engines are turned off and will stop moving depending on 
the current. 

The shouting man is standing on the center aisle. All eyes are on 
him. If this were New York you would assume you had unwittingly 
walked into an off-off-broadway play. Your first church service in 
years and there is something you didn’t expect, a surprise.  

The shouting man is dressed for his Sunday morning; unshaven, 
jeans and sneakers, a University of Pennsylvania sweatshirt—proof 
that he went to that school, as no one wears sports gear in support 
of an Ivy League school they didn’t attend.

The minister has left the pulpit and is walking towards him. It’s clear 
he knows the man. The minister tries to keep the conversation qui-
et, while the shouting man shouts so that everyone can hear at least 

half of what is being said.

“I AM TRYING TO WORK FROM HOME! I AM VERY BUSY! I 
CAN’T WORK IF ALL I CAN HEAR ARE THOSE BELLS!” The 
man is a little haggard; too little sleep and too much coffee. 

The minister tells him, the disgruntled neighbor, and apparently not 
for the first time, that church only rings the bells during services, 
barely a few minutes a week. 

“I DON’T CARE!” The shouting man wide gestures with his hands, 
turning so all members of the congregation can hear him. “THIS IS 
VERY DISRUPTIVE TO MY WORK! I CANNOT DO MY WORK 
WITH THOSE BELLS RINGING!”

The minister mumbles something about asking for understanding, 
reiterating that the bells only ring on Sundays.

“FINE! IF YOU THINK IT’S OK FOR THOSE BELLS TO DIS-
RUPT MY WORK FOR A FEW MINUTES, THEN YOU WON’T 
MIND IF I MAKE NOISE TO DISRUPT WHATEVER YOU’RE 
DOING! I THINK I’LL START WITH A RAP! HIP, HOP, HIPPITY 
HOP, WHAT IT IS, YO!”

The people begin to grumble. The addition of this character to the 
Sunday show was interesting for a moment. It broke up the routine. 
He is judged, albeit with sympathy. Maybe he’s going through a diffi-
cult time. Maybe he has some mental issues that require patience. 

the bells of saint anywhere cntd.
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Now he seen as an annoyance. Who does he think he is? You know 
what THOSE people are like. Why can’t he just go away? He can’t 
even rap. What is that; a mashup of Eminem and the Sugar Hill 
Gang?

The louder the shouting man gets, the more the minister tries to 
calm him. The congregation is getting louder with their remarks. 
You wonder if this guy could be dangerous. He’s already interrupted 
a church service and stumbled through an improvised public rap, 
does he mean anyone here harm?

A young woman leaves her seat and walks towards him. She walks 
around the minister and goes right up to the shouting man. She’s a 
little over five feet all, and at least seven months pregnant. He ceases 
his rant and looks down at her. You wonder of all the people in this 
room right now, is there anyone more vulnerable.

She asks him if he would like to stay. 

Now it is the shouting man who freezes. He did not expect this. He 
had not expected her. He is well over six foot and carried on in a 
loud, demonstrative manner. She is small and carrying her first born. 

She gestures and tells him that he can sit wherever he likes.  She says 
he is welcome to join the congregation in prayer. And afterwards 
there is a coffee hour downstairs.

The shouting man collects himself and responds with muttering of 
sorts. He would never want to be part of this scene, never sit with 

these people. He slowly walks out the church, still rambling about 
how he needs to finish his work, about the kind of people we are.

*****

After the service, you and your girlfriend make your way to the door. 
It’s not like the mad rush at the end of a flight, where bitter travel-
ers are grabbing carry-ons from the overhead compartment with 
one arm and elbowing people to push ahead with the other. People 
patiently wait their turn to shake hands with the minister on the way 
out which surprises your girlfriend. At her church growing up there 
was spate of parking lot incidents with drivers cutting off one anoth-
er, veering close to walkers, practically peeling out like stunt drivers 
from 70s cop shows. It got so bad an announcement had to be made 
during a sermon reminding people that the gist of coming to church 
was to be kind to one another; it would be nice if that message at 
least made its way to the parking lot.

As the two of you leave, you greet people warmly. You exchange 
names and thanks. The minister says he hopes you will return. You 
say you will. You don’t.

On the walk home you thank your girlfriend. She smiles. You feel 
better. Whatever you were looking for from the experience helps. 
You feel comfort from being there; maybe not the hallowed sen-
sation you thought you would, like the glowing feeling of joy TV 
commercials transcend on opening gifts at Christmas, but you feel 
better. 

the bells of saint anywhere cntd.
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pop goes the 
weasel

elisabeth harrahy

The mesmerizing sound of the approaching ice cream truck 
made me drop my Matchbox cars and rush to my dad, who was 

busy watching his Abbott and Costello. As I stood between him and 
the black and white TV, shuffling my feet, pointing to the window, 
he fished a twenty-dollar bill out of his pants and told me just go. I 
caught up with the Pied Piper parked at the end of my street, out 
of breath, and my eyes darted wildly over the pictures of so many 
choices plastered on the side of the truck under a red and white 
striped awning. There were colorful confections named for weap-
ons and elements of outer space in this end of the Vietnam War/
Apollo era: Bomb Pops, Cannonballs, Rockets, Big Dippers, Zooms, 
and Orbits. I asked for the Cannonball because it was a twofer—or-
ange ice cream plus a shiny black gumball lodged at the bottom of 
a clear plastic cone. After bounding up the steps to our side of the 
duplex, I handed my dad a few coins and crumpled bills, yanked the 
paper top off my treat and dug in with a flat wooden spoon. My dad 
asked where the rest of the money was, and I knew I had made a 
mistake even before he told me to get in the car. We sped down the 
street and around the corner before driving up onto the sidewalk 
and coming to a quick stop behind the ice cream truck, which was 
now parked in front of the large brick house where the rich kid lived. 
My dad jumped out, but I stayed in the front seat and listened as he 
yelled something about it taking a real man to rip off a little girl. Sat 
frozen when he reached across the shiny metal counter to pull the 
ice cream man through the large open window and down onto the 
sidewalk. Held my breath as he clutched the man’s white shirt and 
bowtie in his left fist and punched him twice in the face with his 
right, before leaving him to lie on the concrete under the hot sun. 
When my dad got back in the car, he smiled at me and said, “Next 
time, count your change.” I nodded. And though I was worried 
about the ice cream man, I didn’t dare look back at him, but stared 
down at the wrinkled plastic cone still gripped tight in my hand, at 
the melted ice cream that had spilled onto my shorts—wishing I had 
asked for a Rocket instead. 

emilie faracci
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this is an essay 
about my 

grandpa
ella nagle

Before Christmas break, my sophomore year of college I wrote 
my grandpa a letter. Like it was the goddamn Civil War or the 

Regency Era or something. 

I guess I wrote a letter because I wanted something that felt perma-
nent. I wanted to write down what my dad did to me and I didn’t 
want anyone to erase it or change it while I was trying to say it. I’ve 
tried to talk to my grandparents about him before. Grandparents, 
plural, as in my grandma and my grandpa. Because they do not do 
anything separately. My grandpa doesn’t know how to cook a meal 
and my grandma can’t really drive. Their commitment to gender 
roles has turned them into a symbiotic, codependent being. It re-
sults in a shared facebook account, a shared email, a shared insta-
gram that neither of them understand. And their fucking Facebook 
keeps getting hacked. 

In my mind I make my grandpa a separate person. Because, I do 
believe he is, or was at some point. He was a prison psychiatrist. 
Everytime I would ask him about it when I was a kid and he would 
just say that the prison had great lasagna for lunch sometimes. But I 
was always under the impression that he was smart or wise or some-

thing, and maybe that’s because I’ve been taught by movies and the 
patriarchy that white men with gray hair are all wise, Gandalf-esque 
sages. I think that’s why I wrote out a letter. Because you don’t break 
up with a sage over text. 

I won’t try to recount the whole letter. It was long. It was four single 
spaced, typed out pages that I edited and agonized over and read to 
my mom over the phone and read to my cousin and tried very hard 
to make sure it made perfect sense.

It wasn’t necessarily new information. I had told them about these 
‘outbursts’ from my dad before over forced dinners and lunches 
with them. And they explained to me how my dad had ADHD and 
a temper. My grandma hugged me and whispered in my ear that I 
was a liar and that her son would never do that. In the letter, I in-
troduced some new content. I wrote about all the harm my grand-
parents did. About how after the night my dad had me up against 
the wall, they asked me to get dinner with them to talk about it and 
half way through they brought my dad in and they watched me look 
terrified down at my place mat, frozen and trapped. 15 and without 
a car. And how when I did have a car, the day my dad took it and 
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forced me to walk home in the cold, they dropped it off later that 
day and said it was all a mistake and that my dad was just trying to 
fill up the gas tank. They were always covering for him. They asked 
me to come pick up my cousin from the airport with them and once 
they brought me there they told me they were driving right to Iowa 
afterwards and that my only ride home would be from my dad who 
they had also invited.

I’m sorry, sometimes I start writing winding lists. I don’t feel like 
I can just say that my dad abused me and my grandparents helped 
him. It feels too simple. I feel like I have to think of every example 
and every scrap of proof and even then maybe ‘abuse’ is too strong 
of a word. They taught me to think like that.

But in my letter I didn’t write my grandparents, plural, I just said 
grandpa. I wanted my grandpa, my sage, to be separate. I wanted 
him to be a bystander who saw and understood that harm that was 
happening to me. I wanted him to realize that I was a kid, a child, a 
grandchild in pain. I wrote the letter because I thought maybe, may-
be he has no idea. Maybe if I write a letter and describe my screams 
and tears perfectly enough he will jolt awake and make it all stop. In 
my letter, I asked him why he didn’t stand up for me. I asked why he 
stood passively by when my grandma called me crazy. I told him that 
he went to medical school! He could give me a diagnosis. Was I cra-
zy? Did I make it all up in my head. I said I wasn’t coming to Christ-
mas at their house because I couldn’t keep sacrificing my wellbeing 
for a family photo on Facebook. I told him I loved him. I told him I 
have always thought that he was smart and thoughtful. And I told 
him I was sorry. 

I sealed it and addressed it and put it in the mail and waited.

My cousin asked me what I wanted, in an ideal situation. We were 
riding the train in Chicago. I tried to answer but I couldn’t. Leave 
my grandma? Renounce his family and say he would do anything for 
me? None of that was realistic. He’s a seventy-something man who 
doesn’t know how to make toast. So I guess, I just wanted him to 
understand. I just wanted him to know why I was breaking up with 
my grandparents. In my heart, I wanted a letter back that said, “I’m 
sorry. What they did to you was wrong and I should’ve stopped it 
and I didn’t, and it makes sense that you can’t talk to us anymore and 
I love you.” 

I got a letter back, but it wasn’t from my grandpa. My heart sank. It 
was naive to think that my grandma wouldn’t read it but in my mind 
I pretended my grandpa would keep it as a secret and protect it from 
her. But instead I read a page written in looping handwriting about 
how she never actually called my mom a narcissist and that she was 
sorry for whatever abstract pain I had felt (she wished I had told 
her sooner) but anything she ever did for me was out of love and 
that she was going to die soon and that she wanted me to come to 
Christmas.

My grandpa sent me a reply a couple days later. The envelope was 
addressed in my grandma’s handwriting, and you could see her pen 
throughout the letter, crossing out words and adding some. The 
letter didn’t make much sense. He said that he was not smart or 
thoughtful. He wrote down a bible verse. He talked about how di-
vorce was bad and that he hated divorce. He also reiterated that my 
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grandma had never done anything wrong.

There was one sentence in the letter that was crossed out. And, 
while other words had been cut by my grandma’s editing pen, this 
one was beyond compare. It had been etched and inked into oblivi-
on. I held the letter up to the light, read from underneath, even tried 
to do a charcoal rubbing. 

All I wanted to know was what that fucking sentence said. May-
be, in a disappointing and censored letter that victim-blamed and 
nitpicked me to find any inaccuracy, there was one sentence of 
remorse. Of clarity. A sentence that said everything I wanted it to. 
That my dad is evil and wrong and my grandma is crazy and that my 
grandpa is so sorry. That they were all wrong. It was only an inch 
long, maybe three or four words total, so none of that could’ve fit. 
But I wonder all the time about that sentence that was so damning 
that my grandma couldn’t bear to let it see the light of day. 

At the end of the letter my grandpa asked me if he could show my 
letter to my dad, and to just text him “yes or no.” I never texted. I 
guess I didn’t think I needed to explain that it was a “no.” Wasn’t my 
fear and anxiety surrounding my dad palpable in that letter? If I still 
jumped at shadows, how could I ever be ready for my abuser to read 
my graphic account of all of his actions? 

A week later I got an email from my dad that said he read my let-
ter and I realized that my sage was never mine. My grandpa wasn’t 
trapped. My grandpa had agency. He was not on my team. He wasn’t 

my secret protector. 

My mom asked if I wanted her to throw away the letter, I had left it 
on the counter and gone back to college. I hesitated thinking about 
the sentence. Maybe I could try to keep rereading around the sen-
tence, maybe I could research how to remove different inks like I 
was some kind of fucking forensic scientist. 

I gave up on the sentence because it didn’t matter. Whatever he 
could’ve said in three words wouldn’t have changed what he did and 
didn’t do. Wouldn’t have absolved me from being the evil grandchild 
who rejected her grandparents. I wonder a lot about those four 
words but I wonder even more if there’s anything he could’ve said to 
help heal me and if he could’ve then why didn’t he try harder to say 
it to me? 

My mom threw it away for me. Saved me from him just like she’s 
done a hundred times before. The letter is gone now. Disintegrated 
or rotting in some midwestern landfill.

I think the only way I will ever figure out what that letter said is if 
one day I decide to ask him. And even then he might not even re-
member. He might not even know my grandma scratched it out. 
Maybe it was a sentence he only thought about for a second. 

But sometimes an inked out sentence being the key to everything is 
easier to believe when you’re 19 than that your grandpa can watch 
you hurt and do nothing.

this is an essay about my 
grandpa 
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at the cabin
ana pugatch

Jumping naked into the lake, I waded through early morning. I 
hadn’t seen another human that week and only brought my bar of 
soap. It was a different kind of day: no wind, no birds. I allowed my-
self the entire porcelain sky, sinking into leaf-mud underfoot.

The reeds were busy gathering foam when the speck winked from 
around the bend. A simulacrum, or maybe a memory; what’s dead 
will dissipate. But it didn’t vanish. The boat traveled closer, gliding 
motorless on glass. Rounding my shoulders, I waited, waited. Noth-
ing broke the silence while the two men pretended to fish.

How long can a body stay under for. How long do mammals wait for 
danger to pass. As I turned to face the land a stone cut into my heel. 
What remains unseen doesn’t bleed so I stared for a long while at 
my canoe on the shore, its beached and narrow body. I’m not a child 
anymore; I didn’t bother hiding myself as I climbed up the embank-
ment.

When I looked through the cabin’s window, the lake’s edges were lit 
with sun. But the men’s faces remained pale coins—rubbed feature-
less by my fury.

emilie faracci


